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Welcome to the world of pick  

5 winning lotto numbers 
First lets clear up 20 myths about picking lotto numbers.  These are 

the lotto myths that kills 95%  of would be winners. 

Just think how far you can go and how much you can win by just 

learning how to stop during 95% of the things that is contrary to 

picking winning numbers.  Even regular lotto players win only 5% or 

less of the total games that they play. Why are their wining  chances 

so low. Their winnings are very low because they don’t have a sys-

tem, a plan or  data trends based on practical possibilities of win-

ning. 

 Now lets look at these 20 myths  that may sound good  and doesn’t 

do anything but produce let down after let down and disappoint-

ment  for you and your hopes and dreams. 

Myths: 

1. Playing so call hot numbers. 

2. PLAYING running winners 

3. playing numbers  heard in conversations 

4. instantaneously picking numbers 

5. Pressuring yourself  in a rush at the last minute . 



Welcome to the World of Pick 5 Myths Continued…. 

 

6. Thinking  that picking 5 winning numbers in pick 5 is easy because you 

only have to select 5  winning numbers from  1-34 numbers. 

7. Playing  against the lotto machine to win lotto games. 

8. Trends  and patterns is form  from weekly . 

9. Even  numbers  follow  even numbers 

10. Odd numbers follow  odd numbers 

11. LONG TERN DATA and trends  don’t matter  when picking your num-

bers. 

12. chasing cold numbers  is worth  the waiting for it  to appear. 

13. books and lotto programs can’t help your winning chances. 

14.Winning the pick 5 lotto is all based on  luck only. 

15. Studying number group  strategies will not  help you to decide which 

group to omit and which group give heavy play time. 

16. You don’t need to try to play  a balanced  number game when picking 

your 5 numbers. 

17. There is never any time  or for any reason  that  you should avoid  play-

ing  certain combinations  and  sequences of numbers. 

18. you should play yesterdays winner, if want win  tomorrow  

19. You can win just as much  without any  lotto  training or study. 

20. There are never any good reasons  to join lottery pools 
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Your Definiteness of Purpose Can Help You Win  The Pick 5 

Lottery Game 

Make a commitment to Win the pick 5 lottery and 

keep yourself steadfast to this purpose. Set yourself a 

future date and time frame that you want to accom-

plish this task that you have set for yourself.  

Define your purpose for wanting to win the pick 5 

lottery game. Tasks in life is more influenced by pur-

pose than any other means. Purpose gives you a 

stronger drive  and a more burning desire to reach 

your predetermined goals. 

Your purpose for winning a pick 5 lottery game may be 

to rid yourself of poverty, buy a new house, get a new 

car, travel, pay off debts or to retire. 

Your purpose behind what you are striving for must 

provide you the strength and ability to overcome the 

odds and challenges facing you in trying to win your 

pick 5 lotto. 

The following pages and Work sheets will help prepare 

you to win your Pick 5 lotto game. 6 



How To Make The Pick 5 LOTTO Data Work For You 

Haven't had any lotto wins lately.  Have all your win methods, 

leads and solution efforts for winning your pick 5 lotto gone cold. 

Here is how you can turn all of this unhappiness and sadness into  

a positive and happy outcome. 

You didn’t loose yet. Here is the solution to solve your past prob-

lem. I have a question. Did you save or do you have any of those 

play numbers that you picked or played in the past?  If not, don’t 

worry.  You can find previously drawn winning numbers from 

online or on your I Phone.   

All of this past lotto data is your lucky ticket to the pick 5 lotto 

winner circle. Look at what is. Then look at what can be and put 

yourself in the front of it.  

Learn from and play numbers that have left past historical 

patterns  and trends that leave clues, tips and missing holds of 

numbers that have not made their way out in previous drawings 

and could be destined to fine their way out in future drawings. 

To help you organize and utilize past lotto drawing data, use the 

forms here in this very book to track and choose your lotto num-

bers from the pass or have been absent from past plays that will 

help you to pick and choose numbers that will have the greatest 

chances of appearing in future plays.  definitely  
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There Is A Place and A Time  For Every Pick 5 Lottery 

Number Under The Sun 

Watch past pick 5 lottery history, data, trends  and reports. This 

will help you to determined and to decide when and what days to 

play or not to play certain pick 5 lottery numbers.  

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS THAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT CASH 

5 LOTTERY GAMES  

All cash 5 lottery games are not equal  but are very similar in na-

ture.  All cash 5 lotto drawing uses ball sets which are the groups 

of lottery balls that lotteries use in their drawing machines to 

choose the winning numbers from. 

ADJACENT NUMBERS– Are numbers that are one higher or one 

lower than the winning numbers from the previous draw. For ex-

ample, numbers that are next to each other, or on either side(+1or 

–1) of the lottery number that hit in the last drawing. For example 

16-17 and 17-18 are sets of adjacent numbers, so if number 17 hit 

in the last drawing, its adjacent Number would be the number be-

fore and the number after it, or 17 or 18 for the next drawing. 

More than about 80% of drawings in most lotto games have one 

or more Adjacent Numbers, So it will be smart to choose some of 

these numbers in your set of lottery  number to play. 

Go grab some Adjacent numbers to play your next lottery. 
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Pick 5 lottery Number Sample and how to pick a Possible  

Winning Combination from up coming Future Draws 

Here is why it is so easy to get excited  about playing and winning a 

cash 5 lotto game.  First of all this game will not break you to play it. 

Second, the exorbitant   proportion of the amount that you can win is 

extraordinary For the very low and inexpensive cost per play. 

Where else in the world can you get $100,000.00 for $1 or even 

$50,000 for just 50 cents and how about getting  $25,000 for just 

25 cents.    

Facts like these easily gives one the incentive and drive to go 

after the dream.  How much are you willing to learn and study to  

get the information that you need to pin one of the above.? 9 
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Testimonials , feedback and Thank You from Buyers, Players 

and Happy Campers 

Here are some good news from our hundredths of customers about our 

books. I hope you like yours and win a ton of  cash 5 loot to boot. Thank 

you. 

1. good product for educated person  

2. outstanding service.  

3. Good information, thanks!  

4. Good item, thank you!  

5.Good item, thank you!  

6. good  

7.Very pleased with my order.  

8. Interesting book.  

9. Very well packaged-now I'm working on numbers-hope to win soon-Thanks:)  

10.Great product, highly recommended !  

11.Great product, highly recommended !  

12. GREAT seller! Fast payer. Want to do biz with again. A+++++  

13. great seller....fast delivery....thanks  

14.Superb!!  

15. Thank you  

16. Would purchase items from this seller again!! Accurate & 

reasonable.  



 ……………………………………… APPENDIX…………………………………... 

My name is Robert Peet, I’ve Studied and trained In public speaking, broad-

casting, video productions, Tv and radio. I have trained and taught students in 

junior high to high school and also taught technical  students around the coun-

try at various trade institutions as well as adult Military students.  

MY COMPANY and I specialize in Researching  Writing AND Publishing  

the most sauté after information and knowledge products that can 

help transform people lives and improve the quality and quantity of 

their total health and wealth pursuits.  

We’ve endeavored to launch and manage a new and tasty brand of our 

own brand of nuts, peanuts, and tree nuts, Namely Peets Brand butter 

Roasted snack foods line that spans nation wide via the internet. At our 

SPEAKING INGAGEMENTS We show and demonstrate our creations, 

publications and rally those in attendant to stand up, take charge and 

get included in the revolution of and for change. 

You are seeking to better your life in some form. And I know that 

there are many ways to improve the quality of your  life.  What 

ever  ways or means that you pursue , to reach higher and to ex-

pand your gifts and talents, I AM PERSONALLY INSPIRED AND 

grateful  to share  some of the little things that I ‘ve been blessed 

with in life ,with you. Have a nice day. Thank You. 
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